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Americans suffer most from believing that there's literally nowhere else on Earth that

even remotely approaches America-- imagine really believing that this, here, is the best

that there is-- this corrupt empire is the best it gets, everything else is worse, even-- that's

Hell. 

"Russia? That's a shithole, garbage, a mafia gas station with nukes, I pity the Russians,

they would be more free in America. China? That's a shithole, communism, slavery to

authoritarians, completely lied to, poor, forced to repeat lies, surveilled, just awful.

America is horrible & yet that's the best that it gets, everyone else has it even worse." 

That's what Communism has that no other ideology has-- it's the recognition of, after all

the evil in the world, the ultimate triumph of the good. Only Communists can look at

Russia & China & say "You know what, we should learn from some of what they're doing

actually, it seems to work better." 

This is what cucks Rightoids eternally-- they have to place the fate of the entire human

universe onto the shoulders of the garbage rightoids they have-- they have to admire

Trump *more* than Xi Jinping, for instance-- or some hack like Millei, etc. 

Communism is a necessary step to objectively grasping what are self-evident truths upon

reflection-- the most important historical statesman living is Xi Jinping. Xi Jinping will be

remembered much longer than Joe Biden, or Tony fuckin' Blinken. & that's because Good

> Evil. 

It's literally a psychodrama-- because American Exceptionalism is so deeply ingrained

that it's the final thing to be lost in the intellect-- I think abandoning it is necessary for an

authentic Patriotism, which is why American Exceptionalism exists even subconsciously

in American leftoids 
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Everyone knows the sort of "social cost" it has in terms of people treating you *as an

enemy of the State* for something like recognizing scientifically the superiority of the

Chinese Economy in the year 2024. That's what keeps people from seeing what's in front

of their eyes-- the social cost of decentering America as the fulcrum of the cosmic order. 

It's not enough for Americans for America to be America, a place amongst places-- no--

America has to be the entire Universe-- America is *the only place*-- & the rest is just the

trail it leaves through Time-- this is what is hardest to let go of for Americans. 

In this way, it's entirely analogous to the late USSR-- which had to claim that it's quality of

life was superior to America's (when it wasn't)-- this is what people are waking up to

now-- & this is how empire's end, when they stop being believed to be the center of the

cosmos. 
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